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182 or 158 BC
Provenance unknown

Medium-brown papyrus incomplete at top and right, with left and bottom margins of .5-1 and 2.8-3.2 cm. respectively. Papyrus has sustained much damage, with holes, cracks and worn places throughout. At points the ink is
smudged or faded beyond recognition. All three hands of the document commit spelling errors; notable is the third
hand's confusion of m and n (draxnã!, 15; nhn‹ Ne!`[o]rØ, 16 [see comm.]). Writing parallel to fibers. Back blank.

P. Tex. inv. 8 belongs to a small collection of Ptolemaic cartonnage papyri purchased in 1986 by the
Harry Ransom Humanities Research Center of the University of Texas. The papyrus preserves three
complete loan receipts in different hands with remnants of another at the top.2 Of the complete texts, the
third scribe writes in a lapidary uncial script, whereas the second uses a rapid, sloppy cursive. The first
writer falls somewhere between these two extremes.
The receipts concern loans made to Menestheus son of Chares, Asklepiades son of Kasas (?; see
comm.), and Xenikos, whose father's name is not given, and all are addressed to Herakles, whose
official title may have been dhmo!¤arxo!, a hitherto unattested word.3 All stipulate a six-month loan
period from Phamenoth to Mesore of the twenty-third year.4 That year, coupled with paleographic
considerations, suggests two possible second-century BC dates, 182 or 158. This papyrus most likely
formed part of the bookkeeping of the lending institution, which in this case, judging from the phrase
koin«n xrhmãtvn (see on 4 below), is an unnamed guild, or koinÒn.5 Loan documents in which a guild
is the lending institution are rare; for the Ptolemaic period I find only P. Ryl. IV 586 and 589.6 P. Eras. I
1 We thank P. van Minnen for reading a preliminary draft of this article and offering many helpful suggestions, and K.
Rigsby for help with inscriptions. We are also grateful to the Harry Ransom Humanities Research Center of the University of
Texas, Austin, for permission to publish this papyrus.
2 The few distinguishable letters do not permit identification as a separate hand.
3 The reading ÑHrakle› dhmo!iãrxvi is uncertain; see comm. I have not been able to identify these names with other
personae in the Ptolemaic papyri. JenikÒ! is unattested in the Ptolemaic period, occurring elsewhere in 3rd/4th cent. AD pap.
(I find only P. Oxy. XII 1413.22, 1486.1, 1496.2.20, 22, 34; XXIV 2421.1, 12. Cf. JenikÆ, SB XIV 11532.7).
4
Phamenoth has been restored in the second complete receipt. No day date seems to follow Phamenoth in line 2, the
only place where any amount of space follows the month. Six months was a long period for this time (H.-A. Rupprecht,
Untersuchungen zum Darlehen im Recht der graeco-aegyptischen Papyri der Ptolemäerzeit [Münchener Beiträge 51, 1967]
21f.). Cf. P. Ryl. IV 589; cols. 1-8 are a ledger of principal and monthly interest on loans of a guild or gymnasium, carried
over a six-month period
5 For Greco-Egyptian guilds in general, see the RE articles by Stöckle s.v. "Berufsvereine" (Suppl. IV 155ff.) and Kornemann, s.v. "koinÒn" (Suppl. IV 914ff.); M. San Nicolò, Ägyptisches Vereinswesen zur Zeit der Ptolemäer und Römer; 1
Die Vereinsarten: 2, Vereinswesen und Vereinsrecht (Münchener Beiträge 2. Heft, 19722 with bibliographic addenda by J.
Herrmann); C. Roberts, T.C. Skeat, AD Nock, HTR 29 (1936) 72-88 (Nock, Essays on Religion and the Ancient World
[Oxford 1972] I 430ff.); A.E.R. Boak, TAPA 68 (1937) 212ff. (Demotic parallels to the Michigan nomoi; this publication is
hereafter cited as art. cit. to distinguish it from Boak's notes to P. Mich. V); M. Rostovtzeff, Social and Economic History of
the Hellenistic World (Oxford 1941) II 1061-66; III 1388 n. 105, 1395 n. 121, 1590ff. nn. 25, 27; R. Taubenschlag, The Law
of Greco-Roman Egypt in the Light of the Papyri [Warsaw 1955] pp. 62ff. with n. 26; P. van Minnen, Münstersche Beiträge
zur antiken Handelsgeschichte 6, Heft 1, 31ff., esp. 48-72; G.H.R. Horsley, New Documents Illustrating Early Christianity V
(1989) index s.v. "associations", p. 176; Wm. Brashear, Vereine im griechisch-römischen Ägypten (Xenia 34, Konstanz
1993), with his bibliography, p. 40f. n. 1. For Demotic and Greek texts on religious associations see Boak, art. cit., Nock,
loc. cit., F. de Cenival, Les associations religieuses en Égypte d'après les documents Démotiques, IFAO, Bibl. d'Étude XLVI
(Cairo 1972); M. Muszynski, Orientalia Lovaniensia Periodica 8 (1977) 145-174; and more recently E. Bresciani, Egitto e
Vicino Oriente 17 (1994) 49ff.; W. Huss, Der makedonische König und die ägyptischen Priester (Historia Einzelschriften 85,
Stuttgart 1994) 114f. n. 270.
6 Cf. the early eranos loan P. Hib. II 259 (235 BC) and for the Byzantine period P. Strass. IV 287, both cited and discussed by van Minnen, op. cit. (above n. 5) 65 n. 122.
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10 (II BC) may be an order to repay (or deliver on) a guild loan (see the note on this text which follows
this article).
The practice of clubs making loans to members7 served two purposes. First, membership in an association entailed rendering assistance to one's colleagues in times of need, and extending loans from
the common fund served as a corporate means of meeting this obligation.8 Second, in addition to expressing koinvn¤a, the guild profited when loans were repaid with interest, as is the case, for example,
in P. Ryl. IV 586.4-7:9 [§pi]ko¤nvn` x`r`hm[ãtvn10 xalkoË nom¤!mato!] tãlanta pent[Ækonta tr¤a
draxmå! #] xil¤a! tÒkou […! §k dÊo draxm«n tª mnò] •kã!t˙ tÚn m∞`[na ßka!ton (cf. also ibid. 589
cols. 1-8; see our text below, on lines 4, 10, 14). The Texas papyrus specifies no rate of interest. This
may point to an interest-free loan, as was the practice in eranos societies (J. Vondeling, Eranos
[Groningen 1961] 29ff., 259-61). We cannot, however, always argue from silence in cases such as these
(Pestman, op. cit. [above n. 8] 14f.).
The format of this text in itself raises interesting questions. The three different hands and the ich-Stil
of the entire document seem to indicate that Herakles allowed each borrower to make the appropriate
entry in the ledger book (the third hand particularly is not that of a trained scribe). Normal practice
would rather have the separate receipts glued together in a tomos synkollesimos or summarized into a
ledger by a single hand (in er-Stil).11 I do not know of any Ptolemaic parallels for the scheme of the
Texas document. For the Roman period, however, P. van Minnen has drawn my attention to CPR
XVIIB, two rolls from Panopolis in which transactions through a bank are entered in a ledger in different hands (also ich-Stil ; cf. Sijpesteijn's introd., p. 3). See also below on aﬂre›, lines 6 and 13.
Finally, lapidary script is not all that distinguishes the third entry. It also omits the §ån … énupeuyÊnƒ default clause which concludes the first two receipts (and the fragmentary one at the top) and
replaces it with the blander ka‹ poi[Æ!v kayÒti pro]g°graptai.
→

1

4

8
(m2)

12

[! ! @ §ån] d`¢ mØ` [ c. 6 litt . ] #[
c. 27 litt.
[! ! a]ﬂ`r`ª` é`n`u`p`eu`y`Ê`[nv]i` ˆ`nti. (traces) ¶`r`r`[v!o Fame]n`≈t

]

Mene`!`y`e`Á! Xãrhto! ÑH`r`akl`e› d`eim`o`!`iãrxvi` x`a`¤`r`e`i`n`. [ı]m`olog« ¶xe[in épÚ t«n]
koin«n xrh`m`ã`tvn x`a`l`k`o`Ë` tãlanta e`` ka`‹` draxm`å`!` p`en`taki!x`[il¤a! @,]
ì! épod≈!v !oi §`m mh`n`‹` Me!ore`‹ toË tr¤tou ka‹ eﬁko!toË ¶to`u!: [§ån d¢ mØ épo-]
d«, §j°!ta`i` !oi §nexurãze`in me pant‹ trÒpvi ⁄ §ån aﬂ`re›, én[upeuyÊnvi]
ˆnti.
¶rrv!o (traces?) Famen≈y`
ÉA!klhpiãdh! Ka!`ç`t`o`! ÑHraklª{k`l`ª`} d`h`m`o`!`{`o`!`}i`ã`r`x`v`i` x`a`¤`r`e`i`[n. ımolog« ¶xein]
épÚ t«n k[o]i`n«n x`rh`mãtvn xalkoË draxm`å`!` tri!xil¤a[! ! ! !]
§nea`Æk`[o]n`ta tre›! tri≈bolon, ì`! épod≈!v §n` m`hn‹ Me!or[Ø toË tr¤tou]
ka‹ eﬁko`!toË ¶to`u`!: §ån d¢ mØ` [épo]d«, §j`°!`tai !`oi §nex[urãzein me]

7 In general see van Minnen, op. cit. (above n. 5) 65f.
8 Failure to do so in fact could be a finable offense: §ãn ti! par¤d˙ tinå §n éhd¤& ka‹ mØ !unepi!xÊ!˙ §p‹ t«i

!ullË!ai aÈtÚn t∞! éhd¤a!, d[Ò]t`v`i` (read dÒtv) (draxmå!) h ( P. Mich. V 243.6 [guild nomos, 1st cent. AD]). Compare
also the practice of guilds furnishing bail for arrested members (e.g., P. Mich. V 243.8-9; 244.9-10; Boak, art. cit. 218). In
general, for good will or altruism as motives for making loans see P.W. Pestman JJP 16/17 (1971) 17f.
9 On P. Ryl. IV 586, the missing top portion of which has been identified as P. Graz I 1933 (SB VI 9255), see also C.H.
Roberts and E.G. Turner, JEA 39 (1953) 113f. This text is a Blanketturkunde, see van Minnen, op. cit. (above n. 5) 66 with n.
125.
10 Although koin«n xrhmãtvn is read by the first editors, [§pi]ko¤nvn, the reading of 589.85, should probably be restored. See Roberts, Turner, op. cit. (above n. 9) 114, n. on line 11.
11 For the latter cf. P. Ryl. IV 589 cols. 1-8 (simply a list of names and sums); or if not a single hand, at least not a different hand for each receipt.
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pant`‹` t`rÒp<vi> œi ín{n} aﬂre›, ˆnti é`nupeuy`Ê`n`(vi). vac. 3 ¶rrv!o [Famen≈y]
(m3)
16

JenikÚ! ÑHrakle› dhm`o!iãrxƒ x`[a¤]r`e`i`n. ≥xv épÚ t«n koin«`[n xrhmãtvn]
x`alkoË draxnå! Ùktako!`¤a! p`an`tÆkonta §nn`°`a tri≈`b`o`[lon, ì! épod≈!v]
§n nhn‹ Ne!`[o]rØ toË tr¤tou ka‹ eﬁgo`!to`Ë ¶t`ou<!> {etou`} ka‹ poi[Æ!v kayÒti pro-]
g°grapt`ai.
(vac. 14)
¶`rrv!{!}o` Fam[en≈y]

2. read Famen≈y
3. read dhmo!iãrxvi
5. read Me!orÆ
ta
14. read ¶xv
15. read draxmã! and pentÆkonta

6. and 13 read aﬂrª
11. read §nenÆkon16. read mhn‹ Me!orÆ and eﬁko!toË

From line 3: "Menestheus son of Chares to Herakles demosiarch, greetings. I agree that I have received from the common funds… talents and five thousand… drachmae of copper, which I will repay
you in the month Mesore of the twenty-third year, and if I do not repay, you may seize me without accountability in any way you see fit. Farewell. Phamenoth…
Asklepiades son of Kasas (?) to Herakles demosiarch, greetings. I agree that I have received from
the common funds three thousand… ninty-three copper drachmae and three obols, which I will repay in
the month Mesore of the twenty-third year, and if I do not repay, you may seize me without accountability in any way you see fit. Farewell. Phamenoth…
Xenikos to Herakles demosiarch, greetings. I have received from the common funds 859 copper
drachmae and three obols, which I will repay in the month Mesore of the twenty-third year and I will do
as above written. Farewell. Phamenoth…"
1-2: The traces, if correctly identified, suggest the following reconstruction: [eﬁko!toË ¶tou!: §ån] d`¢ mØ` [épod«,
§]j`°`!`[tai !oi §nexurãzein me pant‹ |2 trÒpvi ⁄ §ån a]ﬂ`r`ª`, é`n`u`p`eu`y`Ê`[nv]i` ˆ`nti. (traces) ¶`r`r`[v!o Fame]n`≈t. In line 1, however, the d of d`° is very uncertain, as is j`e`!` (only smudges remain). Also, the supplement at the end of line 1 is somewhat
short. A narrow piece of papyrus extends up at the fifth or sixth letter space of the lacuna before the beginning of line 2 but it
seems to be only verso fibers.
3 ÑH`r`akl`e› d`eim`o`!`i`ãrxvi`; 9 ÑHraklª{k`l`˙`} d`h`m`o`!`{`o`!`}i`ã`r`x`v`i`; 14 ÑHrakle› dhm`o!iãrxƒ: For the spelling deim- in the
first hand (3) cf. also Me!ore¤ 5 and aﬂre› 6 (see both ad loc.). The present case may, however, be due to the influence of the
preceding ÑHrakle› (Mayser/Schmoll I2 1.49f.). The reading as well as the interpretation (below) remain most uncertain,
particularly in line 9 where the tops of the letters are completely faded from the papyrus. I present here images of the traces:
(1) line 3:
(2) line 9:
(3) line 14:
In line 3 (1) we could also read ÑH`r`akl`e¤d`ei !`p`o`!`i`ãrxvi (read !`< um>p`o`!`i`ãrxƒ), in 9 perhaps ÑHraklÆ`k`l`Æ` (read
ÑHraklπd˙) !`u`m`p`o`!`i`ã`r`x`v`i,` and in 14, in the clearest but also most untrained hand, ÑHrakle¤d˙ p`o!iãrxƒ (read <!um>p`o!iãrxƒ). This interpretation would give us a well-attested word which suits the general practice of associations, which held
monthly banquets for their members (P. Mich. V 243.2; cf. P. Lond. VII 2193.15f.; de Cenival, op. cit. [above n. 5] 181ff.).
.That our text describes an official in charge of making loans, seeing to their repayment, and penalizing default, does not
necessarily argue against !umpo!¤arxo!, since a guild official (especially a president) could be named after one of many
functions. The reading does, however, force us to assume the coincidence that two different hands made almost the same
mistake (or used similar unattested abbreviations for !umpo!¤arxo!). On the other hand, if we adopt the reading given in the
text and lemma, we are obliged to explain the dhmo!¤arxo!, an addendum lexicis.
The word, if correct, is structurally similar to, e.g., §ranãrxh! (BGU IV 1133.5 [19 BC]), "president of the eranos", or
"administrator of the eranoi-loans", since in this text he oversees loans and their repayment (cf. 10ff.; Denarch., or. 69 fr.
3.4; Suidas 1762, IV p. 148 Adler s.v plhrvta¤; Diog., vit. phil. 6.63. Similarly érx°rano! [IG XII 7.58.9; 3rd cent. BC],
érxerani!tÆ! [IG II2, 1297.10; 237/6 BC], and érxierani!tÆ! [IG II2, 1369.35; late 2nd cent. AD; ID IV 1800.1f.?; 113/12
BC]). In general see Brashear, op. cit. (above n. 5) 15; San Nicolò, op. cit. (above n. 5) I 218ff; Stöckle, op. cit. (above n. 5)
188f.; Vondeling, op. cit. (above introd.) 212ff., 230f., 264. Cf. also the pro!tãth! §rãnvn in BGU IV 1134-36 (10 BC), and
on these texts see San Nicolò, loc. cit. Similar also in form and possibly function is xrhmatofÊlaj in P. Ryl. IV 586.9f.,
15f., 24 (c. 99 BC), "keeper of the xrÆmata", i.e. the koinå xrÆmata, "common funds" (on which see below and the note on
P. Eras. I 10 following this article). By analogy, dhmo!¤arxo! could mean the "treasurer of the guild", the "administrator of
public goods (tå dhmÒ!ia)," perhaps a secular equivalent of the Egyptian mr sn in cult associations. According to one of two
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possible derivations, the mr sn is the overseer of the inventory or goods of the temple (see F. de Cenival's discussion [above,
n. 5] 154-159; cf. Huss, op. cit. [above n. 5] 115 n. 270). But there are no parallels for applying tå dhmÒ!ia/tÚ dhmÒ!ion to
the treasury or common goods of an association, unless we take as evidence a general tendency to transfer the language of
public life to the language of guilds.
We may also derive dhmo!¤arxo! on the basis of dhmÒ!ia in its technical sense of "public funds" which in the Roman/
Byzantine periods the members were obliged to pay through their guild to the state. Collecting the dhmÒ!ia in the form of
taxes (SB XVI 12695, on which cf. van Minnen [above, n. 5] 64f.; J. Rea's n. on line 13 of the ed. princ. [ZPE 46, 1982,
202]) or fines (Õ! ên ti! polÆ!i` §lãtt`v ` toÊtv[n] zhmioÊ!yv ı toioËto! eﬁ! tÚ kunÚn érgur¤[ou] draxmå! Ùkt∆ ka‹ ﬁ! tÚ
dhmÒ!ion tå! ‡!a!, P. Mich. V 245.24ff.) was an important part of the responsibilities of guild presidents (e.g., the mid-first
century AD Michigan guild nomoi P. Mich. V 243-45 and in general see Boak, art. cit. [above n. 5] 214; van Minnen, op. cit.
[above n. 5] 49, 53 with n. 81, 64f.; cf., e.g., ¶dojan{!an} •autË! kunª gn≈m˙ proxir¤!ai tinå §j aÍt«n êndra égayÚn
tÚn ka‹ §pimeli`tØn ka‹ eﬁ!ãkton t«n dhmo!¤vn ÉApÊnxin ÉOr!eËto!, P. Mich. V 245.3ff.; so 244.3ff., and cf. 245.37ff.
[cited below on §nexurãzein]). Thus our official would be named after this function, "administrator of the public account".
Ptolemaic papyri, however, provide no evidence of the payment of dhmÒ!ia through guilds, and texts of this period generally
use ba!ilik- (or with regard to taxes, prÒ!odoi) rather than dhmo!i- to describe anything relating to the state (Wilcken,
Grundzüge, 3, 30; cf. idem on P. Freib. III 26.10 [cited below] p. 64; with the double fine in P. Mich. V 245.24ff. [cited
above] cf. the penalty clause in Ptolemaic loans, §kt¤!v !oi{i} … draxmå! tri!xil¤a! … ka‹ eﬁ! tÚ ba!ilikÚn tÚ ‡!on,
P. Tebt. I 110.8, 92/59 BC; see Rupprecht [above n. 4] 100). Exceptions include dhmÒ!ion for "state archive" in SB I 3926.7
(76/5 BC) and BGU X 1971.6f. (mid. II BC), perhaps not surprisingly, since the former certainly and the latter likely are
from Ptolemais, which had independent status as a polis. More significant is the same usage in P. Petr.2 I 14.10 (CPJ I 126,
C.Ptol.Sklav. 53; III BC, Crocodilopolis); similarly P. Freib. III 26.10 (rest. Wilcken; 179/8 BC.; Philadelphia). Cf. also
dhmÒ!ion for "state" or "state granary", P. Hibeh I 65.25ff. (approx. 265 BC); =Êmh dhmo!¤a, BGU VI 1273.16, 17,
58f.(222/1 BC; Oxyrhynchos); per‹ t«n dhm[o!¤vn], P. Tebt. III 2.912.7 (139 BC; ?), probably referring to lands. Potentially
most interesting is the nomos of "the guild of Zeus hypsistos", but the relevant passage is to lacunate to afford much help: [ c.
19 litt. dh]mo!¤v[i] ka`‹ é`[nt ?]‹ t`o`[Ë] prÒ! te tå! !umbol(å!) ka‹ têlla §pi[ c. 28 litt. ]hpei ka‹ eﬁ!enegke›n ßka!to!
aÈt«`n` ktl. (P. Lond. VII 2193.20f., between 69 and 58[?] BC; Philadelphia).
Neither of the above explanations adequately account for dhmo!¤arxo! nor do they inspire much confidence in the security of the reading.
3 x`a`¤`r`e`i`n`: Very few smudgy traces remain; the word is not clear in any of the receipts (cf. below on line 14).
4, 10, 14 koin«n xrhmãtvn: "common" or "club funds"; a familiar phrase in inscriptions (F. Poland, Geschichte des
griechischen Vereinswesens [Leipzig 1909] 488f. with n. **†), but in the papyri, as far as I can see, cf. only koinå/§p¤koina
xrÆmata in P. Ryl. IV 586.4 and 589.85. Unfortunately in the former (quoted in introd. above) the phrase is surrounded by
lacunae. In this texts and ours, however, it seems to mean the general operating account or treasury from which loans were
made and other services provided to members; cf., e.g., the practice of furnishing bail (above n. 8) and P. Mich. V 244.18,
which prescribes that if a member is bereaved, eﬂ!tiayÆ!aitai ı payinÚ! ÍpÚ toË kunoË §f' ≤m°ran m¤an (Boak, intro., p.
103f.; van Minnen, op. cit. [above n. 5] 65). So in inscriptions koinå xrÆmata describes the treasuries of political entities
and of guilds; with respect to the former, e.g., the Athenian popular assembly (IG II 2.558.31 [Dittenberger, Syll. I 343], Attica, 303/2 BC), an Amphictyonic league (IG II 2.1126.7 [SEG 28, 100], Delos, 380/79 BC), the "League of Islanders" (IG XI
4.1036.12, Delos, IV AD). For the latter, cf., e.g., ID IV 1521.33ff. (Delos, II AD?), which instructs, eﬁ! toÁ! [!tefã]nou!
ka‹ tå! eﬁkÒna! énÆlvma doy∞[nai §]k t«n koin«n xrhmãtvn (33ff.; in general, for this kind of decree, see cf. P. Berol.
inv. 25159.15ff. in Brashear, op. cit. [above n. 5] 12ff.); FD III 2.70.22, 62 (Dittenberger, Syll. II 705, Delphi, 112/11 BC,
R.K. Sherk, Roman Documents from the Greek East [Baltimore 1969] pp. 86ff., # 15 [one of the "technitai guild"
inscriptions]); IG II2 1317.9 (Attica, end of III AD; a fragmentary inscription concerning yia!«tai of Bendis, in which koin«n xrhmãtvn is plausibly restored).
The Michigan first-cent. guild nomoi designate the common fund as simply tÚ koinÒn (P. Mich. V 244.8 [with n. ad
loc.], 13; 245.25, 28; cf. Poland, op. cit. [above, n. 5] 489 with n. *), fed by dues (ibid. 243.2f.; cf. Boak, art. cit. 215),
special contributions (ibid. 243.5; Boak, art. cit. [above, n. 5] 215f.) and the numerous fines imposed upon negligent members (ibid. 243.4, 244.7f., 245.25f., 28f., 35f. [with n. ad loc.]; Boak, art. cit. 218f.). From the basic sense, "common fund"
(from which loans were taken), koinå/§p¤koina xrÆmata came also to mean the loans themselves, as in P. Ryl. IV 589.84f.
(i.e., the principal on which interest was charged in the first 8 columns; see ed.'s introd.): prçjon d¢ ka‹ [to]Á! Ù`fe¤l[o]nta!
[§]p¤`k`oina xrÆmata, then follows a list of names and amounts owed. Cf. I. Iasos 23.9ff.(II BC): ·na, §ån dÒj˙ tª boulª ka‹
t“ dÆmƒ, §pixvrhyª aÈto›! poe›!yai t`å`!` prãjei! t«n ÍparxÒntvn aÈto›! koin«n xrhmãtvn katå t«n xiri!ãntvn ti
aÈto›! ka‹ mØ épodÒntvn §n to›! kayÆkou!in xrÒnoi! ktl.
5 Me!ore`¤: On this spelling see Mayser/Schmoll I2 1.49.
6, 12 §nexurãzein: Usually "take something as surety from someone"; here "seize (persons)," "take into custody." Cf. P.
Mich. V 245.39ff., §j`›nai t“ aÈt“ ÉAp[Ênxi §ne]x`urã!zin aÈtoÁ! ¶n te tª plat°& ka‹ §n [ta›! oﬁk¤]a`i`!` ka‹ §n t“ égr«i
ka‹ paradida¤nai aÈtoÁ! [kay∆! prÒ]ki`t`a`i` (similarly 244.10ff., 18ff.). The Texas papyrus may be our earliest example of
the right of guild officials to compel payment by seizure of persons. In the Demotic documents of the Ptolemaic period surveyed by Boak, they apparently do not possess this privilege (art. cit. [above, n. 5] 214f.).
6, 13 aﬂre›: Mayser (I2 2.91) notes only one other example of -ei as a 2nd pers. subjunctive ending of the pres. middle/passive. Perhaps it is to be phonetically explained, esp. in line 6, since that scribe in two other places uses -ei for -h (see
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above line 3 on deimo!iãrxvi; ÑHraklª in line 9 below may be graphic or morphological). The fact, however, that two
different hands reproduce this misspelling could indicate that the borrowers are copying from an exemplar, filling in the
appropriate names and amounts (or abbreviating, as in the case of the third hand below). It is doubtful that we have a substituting of indicative for subjunctive endings, since this did not become common until after the Ptolemaic period (Mayser II
1.284f.; Gignac II 358f.).
9 Ka!`ç`t`o`!: If this is correct (the fourth letter is severely smudged), it is the only occurrence in Ptolemaic pap. of the
name Ka!ç!; cf. in Rom./Byz. texts nom. Ka!ç!, P. Berl. Leihg. II 26 ii.23; gen. Ka!ç , ibid. I 4 (verso) viii.23 (SB III 7196)
and Stud. Pal.. X 12.1ff.(5 times); as in our text, gen. Ka!çto! T. Mom. Louvre I 600.2f. For names in -ç! the dental stem.
gen. -çto! is preferred in Ptolemaic documents to Doric -ç (Mayser I2 2.6ff.; Gignac II 16ff.; more generally, L. Threatte,
The Grammar of Attic Inscriptions II [Berlin/New York 1996] 71ff.).
ÑHraklª: or ÑHrakl∞i` (what follows h is very doubtful; see above on lines 3, 9, 14) inst. of ÑHrakle› in the other two
receipts. The phonological confusion of ˙/ei is common enough (Mayser-Schmoll I21.100ff.; cf. Gignac I 239ff.), and morphologically the dative ending -ei of most s-stem nouns frequently interchanges with a-stem -hi/˙ in both Attic inscriptions
(Threatte, op. cit. [see above] 138f., 172f.) and papyri (Mayser I2 2.39f.; Gignac II 69f.; on Deklinationsmischung in general,
Schwyzer, Grammatik I 582ff.). Specifically, however, with proper names in -kl∞!, this phenomenon is practically unknown
in inscriptions (Threatte, op. cit. 207) and rare in papyri. Gignac (II 70f.) gives no examples for Rom./Byz. documents, and
where it does occur in Ptol. pap., Mayser (I2 2.40f.) explains it as graphic error rather than morphological confusion. To his
examples add Yeukl∞i BGU X 1996.7 (241 BC); Kth!ikl∞i, PSI IV 399.9 (III BC); Jenoklª, P. Tebt. III 2.893.12 (II BC).
10 tri!xil¤a[!: The horizontal bar of t extends back in a wavy line over a letter space.
11 §nea`Æk`o`n`ta: the first a probably caused by conflation with ]§nn°a.
14 x`[a¤]r`e`i`n: There are smudgy remains of what seems to be the tops of r and e on the piece of papyrus which crosses
the lacuna.
15 p`an`tÆkonta: e > a is not a frequent exchange in this period (Mayser-Schmoll I2 1.44).
[ì! épod≈!v]: without !oi following, as in the second hand (line 11), fits the space better than with !oi following, as in
the first hand (line 5).
16 §n nhn‹ Ne!`[o]rØ: In general, for the rare m/n interchange see lit. cited by Martinez on P. Mich. XVI 757.46 (p. 104).
The confusion in our text seems in no way phonetic, but the two erroneous n's arose by assimilation to the previous syllables
(see esp. L. Threatte, The Grammar of Attic Inscriptions I [Berlin/New York 1980] 491f.). This does not, however, explain
draxnã! in 15.
eﬁgo` ! to` Ë : cf. this exact spelling in BGU XV 2501.1 (with ap. crit.; AD 183-4). For k > g in Ptolemaic texts, see
Mayser/Schmoll I2 1.143f.; S-T. Teodorsson, The Phonology of Ptolemaic Koine (Göteborg 1977) pp. 183 (§ 148 ), 241f.
16f. [kayÒti pro|]g°grapt`ai: [kayå] g°grapt`ai is also possible but makes the supplement a bit short.
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1 The edition in P. Erasm. I 10 is a reprint (with very few changes) of a previous edition by P. J. Sijpesteijn in ZPE 40,
1980, 126f.

